Student Campus Computing Committee
Meeting Notes
February 4, 2020
Education, Building 02, Room 024

Present:

Absent:

| Camron Dennler, Chairperson | Brian Kragh, ASI  
| Steven Pineda, CSC         | Nicole Hill, CENG 
| Matt Borda, CAFES          | Michael Brazil, OCOB 
| Estevan Gonzalez, COSAM    | Carter Terranova, CAED 
| Matthew Wallace, CLA/CENG  | Alison Robinson, ITS  
| Abi Rahman-Davies, CLA     | Kendal Grossgold, Kennedy Library |

I. Introduction and Welcome to new members
   Estevan Gonzalez joined SC3 and represents COSAM. Welcome to the group and confirmed that the meeting starts on Academic Time.

II. Review Meeting Notes
   January minutes were approved by Cameron Dennler and seconded by Nicole Hill

III. Student feedback on tech
   Discusses services to survey for student feedback. The services that were selected as potential survey topics are:
   -Canvas
   -Mobile App
   -Software for classes
   -Response System
   -Tech Checkout
   -Kiosk

   It was noted that Canvas, Mobile App and the virtual computer lab (software for classes) efforts are still under development with full release planned in fall of 2020. Discussed whether we should wait to survey until the efforts are complete and begin working on the development of the survey questions. Discussed whether the survey would be quantitative or qualitative, if we have software to analyze a qualitative survey. Determine we may need to seek a faculty resource to assist us in the development and criteria of a successful survey. Continue discussion at March meeting.

Next Meeting: March 3, 2020